
1.    Check all components are the correct length and the finish of product is in  

       keeping with the job requirements. Note that the channel internally has one

       rounded face. This face should be installed away from the side that the tilting  

       adjustment/tightening is to be achieved.
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Tilt-Lock Base Channel: Installation Instructions

10.  Check for plumb and tighten the nuts or  the  

        grub screws to 10Nm torque.

5.    Position the glass clamps with the aluminium rotator plate on the side of the  

       channel with curved radius and in keeping with PS1.

6.    Where stainless pressure plates are supplied with grub screws in the side of the channel, the stainless  

       plate should be installed centred with the position of the grub screws. 

7.    When positioning the clamps in the channel, it is easier to open them out flat like a butterfly and then  

       put them into the channel, they will hold open long enough to make the installation of the glass easier.  

       Position the clamps into the centre line of the channel, this will make it easier to align the glass clamps  

       into the curved radius on the back of the channel. Repeat this for each pane of glass.

8.    Position the glass into the channel. Hold the glass upright and plumb using a level. Tighten the bottom  

       nuts or grub screws along the length of the pane of glass. This is important to ensure that the curved  

       radius of the channel matches the curved radius of the glass clamps. You can tighten one top grub  

       screw/nut in the middle of the glass to hold in place while you tighten the other bottom fixings.

9.    Tighten the bottom and top nuts/grub screws 

       to plumb the glass. Note: Tightening the top and 

       loosening the bottom screw will tilt the glass 

       outwards. Tightening the bottom and loosening 

       the top screw will tilt the glass inwards.

11.  Trim the covers to the correct size,  

        install the rubber/s into the covers  

        and attach to the base channel. 

        If required, put dabs of non-acetic  

        silicone on the inside of the cover  

        to hold it in place.

12.   The rubber glazing gaskets  

         should continue the entire  

         length of the channel. If being  

         used, trim the rubber gasket 

         for the glass divider and install by clipping  

         onto the glazing gasket.
13.   Fit endcaps and clean  the  

        channel and glass as 

        required. 
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3.    Check the fixing method and the  

       protusion requirement for the various  

       fixing methods. Drill the appropriate  

       fixing holes.

2.    Check the required fixing details as  

       per the PS1 requirements. Lay out  

       the channel and fix the base  

       channel into place.

4.    If access to the outside of the channel is difficult when the glass panel is installed,          

       trim the external cover to the required size, install the rubber and fit the cover and  

       gasket in place. Note: the outside cover requires pressure from the gasket against 

       the glass to hold it in place, so use some dabs of non-acetic silicone to hold the    

       covers in place along the bottom edge, so if necessary it can be readily cut to  

       remove the covers in the future.



Tilt Lock: Fixing Penetration Requirement (TL28 Nuts) 
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Side Mounted 

Recessed/Top Fixed 

Small Cover only 

SIDE FIXED 

MI2 or MIO 

I2±2mm 

26±2mm 

TOP FIXED OR RECESSED

MI2 or MIO 
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12±2mm

26±2mm
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